
THE MANOR DINING COLLECTION 

   · •  Durable all-weather construction

   · •  Rust-proof aluminum frames

   · •  Tables options offered in various  
     shapes and sized

   · •  All chairs feature sling-back  
     contoured seating

   · •  Swivel chairs rock and spin 3600

   · •  Quality checked and approved

   · •  Some assembly required

   · •  1-year limited warranty

   ·

FEATURES:

Treat your guests to the best dining under the 
sun with the Manor Dining Collection. This series 
includes an assortment of cast-top table options, 
offered in various shapes and sizes that cater to your 
style, desired seat quantity and outdoor space. Each 
piece is constructed with durable aluminum frames 
and polished with a protective bronze coating. This 
finish accentuates any surrounding environment 
and repels all moisture and weathering harm. 

Ornate, open-cast accents swirl across the top of 
each table and chair, creating an elegant display of 
craftsmanship throughout the entire collection. All 
chairs are constructed with premium outdoor sling 
fabric with contoured seating. This provides upper 
and lower back support as you dine in comfort and 
style. 

MANOR DINING COLLECTION:



MANOR DINING COLLECTION:

These are preliminary specifications and are subject to change

For more information on Hanover Outdoor visit: www.hanover-products.com

MANDN3PCSWBS with cast-top table

MANDN5PCSP-SU with cast-top dining table

3-Piece Bistro Sets

MANDN3PCSWBS ................................................................ UPC: 013964867527 

Includes two sling swivel dining chairs and a 32” cast-top dining table

5-Piece Dining Sets

MANDN5PC............................................................................UPC: 013964864267 

Includes four sling stationary chairs and a 48” cast-top dining table 
 
 
 

MANDN5PCSP.........................................................................UPC: 013964885552 

Includes four c-spring sling chairs and a 48” cast-top dining table 
 

 

MANDN5PCSP-SU.................................................................UPC: 013964885569 

Includes four c-spring sling chairs, a 48” cast-top dining table, 9 ft. table umbrella   
and stand 
 
 
MANDN5PCSW-4...................................................................UPC: 013964864274 

Includes four sling swivel chairs and a 48” cast-top dining table 

 

High-Dining Bar Sets
 

MANDN3PC-BR ..................................................................... UPC: 013964885521 
Includes two sling bar chairs with a 30” cast-top bar table 
 
 

MANDN5PC-BR ..................................................................... UPC: 013964885538 
Includes four sling bar chairs with a 56” cast-top bar table 
 
 

MANDN5PCBR-SU ............................................................... UPC: 013964885545 
Includes four sling bar chairs with a 56” cast-top bar table, 9 ft. umbrella and stand 
 
 
MANDN7PC-BR ..................................................................... UPC: 013964885583 
Includes six sling bar chairs with a 56” cast-top bar table 
 
 

MANDN7PCBR-SU ............................................................... UPC: 013964885606 
Includes six sling bar chairs with a 56” cast-top bar table, 9 ft. umbrella and stand 
 

MANDN5PCBR with cast-top bar table



7-Piece Dining Sets 

MANDN7PC ........................................................................... UPC: 013964885576 

Includes six stationary chairs and a 38” x 72” cast-top dining table 
 
 
MANDN7PC-SU ..................................................................... UPC: 013964885590 
Includes six stationary chairs, a 38” x 72” cast-top dining table, 9 ft. table umbrella 
and base 
 
 
MANDN7PCSP .......................................................................UPC: 013964885613 
Includes six s-spring sling chairs and a 38” x 72” cast-top dining table 
 
 
MANDN7PCSP-SU ................................................................. UPC: 013964885620 
Includes six c-spring sling chairs, a 38” x 72” cast-top dining table, 9 ft. table    
umbrella and base 
 
 

MANDN7PCSP-2 ................................................................... UPC: 013964885637 
Includes four stationary chairs, two c-spring sling chairs and a 38” x 72” cast-top 
dining table 
 
 

MANDN7PCSP-2-SU ............................................................. UPC: 013964885644 
Includes four stationary chairs, two c-spring sling chairs, a 38” x 72” cast-top dining 
table, 9 ft. table umbrella and base 
 
 

MANDN7PCSW-2 .................................................................. UPC: 013964864281 
Includes two sling swivel chairs, four stationary chairs, and a 38” x 72” cast-top  
dining table 
 
 

MANDN7PCSW2-SU ............................................................ UPC: 013964888348 
Includes two sling swivel chairs, four stationary chairs, a 38” x 72” cast-top  dining 
table, 9 ft. table umbrella and stand 
 
 

MANDN7PCSW-6 .................................................................. UPC: 013964882155 
Includes six sling swivel rockers and a 38” x 72” tile-top dining table 
 
 
MANDN7PCSW-6-SU ............................................................ UPC: 013964885651 
Includes six sling swivel rockers, a 38” x 72” tile-top dining table, 9 ft. table umbrella 
and stand 

MANOR DINING COLLECTION:
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MANDN7PCSW6 with a 38” x 72” cast-top dining table

MANDN7PCSP-2-SU with a 38” x 72” cast-top dining table



9-Piece Dining Sets 

MANDN9PC ............................................................................ UPC: 013964864298 
Includes eight sling stationary chairs and a  42” x 84” cast-top dining table 
 
 

MANDN9PCSP ...................................................................... UPC: 013964885668 
Includes six c-spring sling chairs and a 42” x 84” cast-top dining table 
 
 

MANDN9PCSW-2 .................................................................. UPC: 013964864311 
Includes six stationary chairs, two swivel rockers, and a 42” x 84” cast-top table 
 
 

MANDN9PCSW-8 ................................................................. UPC: 013964864304 
Includes eight swivel rockers and a 42” x 84” cast-top dining table 

9-Piece Square Dining Sets
 

MANDN9PCSQ ...................................................................... UPC: 013964864328 
Includes eight sling stationary chairs and a 60” square cast-top dining table 
 
 

MANDN9PCSQSP .................................................................. UPC: 013964885675 
Includes eight c-spring sling chairs and a 60” square cast-top dining table  
 
MANDN9PCSWSQ-8 ............................................................. UPC: 013964864335 
Includes eight swivel rockers and a 60” square cast-top dining table

MANOR DINING COLLECTION:
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MANDN9PCSQSP with 60” square cast-top table

MANDN9PCSW2 with 42” x 84” cast-top table


